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(g) Applicability date. (1) This section 
applies to penalties assessed after 
March 26, 2019. 

(2) For penalties assessed before 
March 26, 2019, § 301.6707A–1 (as con-
tained in 26 CFR part 1, revised April 
2018) shall apply. 

[T.D. 9550, 76 FR 55258, Sept. 7, 2011, as 
amended by T.D. 9853, 84 FR 11219, Mar. 26, 
2019] 

§ 301.6708–1 Failure to maintain lists 
of advisees with respect to report-
able transactions. 

(a) In general. Any person who is re-
quired to maintain a list under section 
6112 who, upon written request for the 
list, fails to make the list available to 
the Secretary within 20 business days 
after the date of the request shall be 
subject to a penalty in the amount of 
$10,000 for each subsequent calendar 
day on which the person fails to fur-
nish a list containing the information 
and in the form required by section 
6112 and its corresponding regulations. 
The penalty will not be imposed on any 
particular day or days for which the 
person establishes that the failure to 
comply on that day is due to reason-
able cause. 

(b) Calculation of the 20-business-day 
period. The 20-business-day period shall 
begin on the first business day after 
the earliest of the date that the IRS— 

(1) Mails a request for the list re-
quired to be maintained under section 
6112(a) by certified or registered mail 
to the person required to maintain the 
list; 

(2) Hand delivers the written request 
to the person required to maintain the 
list; or 

(3) Leaves the written request with 
an individual 18 years old or older at 
the usual place of business of the per-
son required to maintain the list. 

(c) Making a list available. (1) A person 
who is required to maintain a list re-
quired by section 6112 may make the 
list available by mailing or delivering 
it to the IRS within 20 business days 
after the date of the list request. Sec-
tion 7502 and the regulations there-
under shall apply to this section. 

(2) A person who is required to main-
tain a list required by section 6112 may 
also make the list available to the IRS 
by making it available for inspection 

and copying during normal business 
hours, as provided by section 6112, or 
by another agreed-upon method, on an 
agreed-upon date that falls within the 
20-business-day period following the 
list request. 

(3) Extension—(i) In general. Upon a 
showing of good cause by the person 
prior to the expiration of the 20-busi-
ness-day period following a list re-
quest, the IRS may, in its discretion, 
agree to extend the period within 
which to make all or part of the list 
available. For purposes of this para-
graph, ‘‘good cause’’ is shown if the 
person establishes that the 20-business- 
day deadline cannot reasonably be met 
despite diligent efforts by the person to 
maintain the materials constituting a 
list and to make that list available to 
the IRS in the time and manner re-
quired by the Secretary under section 
6112. 

(ii) Requesting an extension. Any re-
quest for an extension of the 20-busi-
ness-day period must be made in writ-
ing to the person at the IRS who re-
quested the list. The person requesting 
an extension must briefly describe the 
information and documents that com-
prise the list as required by section 
6112; explain the circumstances that 
would warrant additional time; propose 
a schedule to complete the production 
of the list; state that to the best of the 
person’s knowledge, as of the date of 
the list request, all information and 
records relating to the list under the 
person’s possession, custody, or control 
had been maintained in accordance 
with procedures and policies that are 
consistent with sections 6001 and 6112 
of the Internal Revenue Code; and state 
that the extension request is not being 
made to avoid the person’s list mainte-
nance obligations imposed by section 
6112 and its corresponding regulations. 
The IRS may, in its discretion, grant 
the person’s extension request in full 
or in part. The IRS will consider 
whether granting an extension may im-
pair its ability to make a timely as-
sessment against any of the partici-
pants in the transaction associated 
with the requested list. The IRS will 
not grant an extension if it determines 
that a significant reason for the exten-
sion request is to delay producing the 
list. A pending extension request by 
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itself does not constitute reasonable 
cause for purposes of section 6708. 

(4) Examples. The following examples 
illustrate paragraph (c)(3)(i) and (ii) of 
this section. These examples are in-
tended to illustrate how the facts and 
circumstances in paragraph (c)(3)(i) 
and (ii) of this section may apply; in 
any given case, however, all of the 
facts and circumstances must be ana-
lyzed. 

Example 1. (i) Firm A is a large law firm 
that is a material advisor. Firm A conducts 
annual sessions to educate its professionals 
about reportable transactions and the firm’s 
obligations related to those reportable trans-
actions. Firm A instructs its professionals to 
provide information on tax engagements 
that involve reportable transactions and to 
provide the documents required to be main-
tained under sections 6001 and 6112 to Firm 
A’s compliance officer for list maintenance 
purposes. Firm A’s policy provides that, for 
each engagement involving a reportable 
transaction, one firm professional will send 
an email to the firm’s compliance officer 
about the engagement and then direct a sub-
ordinate to send the documents required to 
be maintained to the firm’s compliance offi-
cer. Firm A has policies and procedures in 
place to monitor compliance with these rules 
and to address non-compliance. 

(ii) Firm A receives a request from the IRS 
for a section 6112 list. In compiling its list to 
turn over to the IRS during the 20-business- 
day period following the list request, Firm A 
discovers that, with respect to one report-
able transaction, a subordinate did not pro-
vide the documentation required by Firm A’s 
policy. In addition, Firm A experiences dif-
ficulty locating the required documents as 
both the professional and the subordinate 
who worked on the matter are no longer em-
ployed by Firm A, requiring the firm to un-
dertake an extensive search for the informa-
tion responsive to the list request. Firm A 
also seeks the information from the firm’s 
clients. Despite these efforts, Firm A reason-
ably determined that it will not be able to 
respond timely to the request. Within the 20- 
business-day period, Firm A notifies the IRS, 
in writing, of the difficulties it is experi-
encing and requests an additional 10 business 
days to locate and produce the information 
for this one transaction. Within the 20-busi-
ness-day period, Firm A makes all other re-
quired list information available to the IRS, 
together with a description of the informa-
tion that is being searched for, all state-
ments required by these regulations, and a 
proposed schedule to produce the missing in-
formation. 

(iii) Under these circumstances, Firm A 
demonstrated that it could not reasonably 
make the portion of the list relating to the 

one transaction available within the 20-busi-
ness-day period and thus qualified for an ex-
tension. Firm A had established policies and 
procedures reasonably designed and imple-
mented to ensure and monitor compliance 
with the requirements of section 6112 and ad-
dress non-compliance. Because the facts and 
circumstances indicate that Firm A made 
diligent efforts to maintain the materials 
constituting the list in a readily accessible 
form and as otherwise required under section 
6112, the requested 10-business-day extension 
with respect to the portion of the list relat-
ing to the one transaction where records 
were not maintained in accordance with the 
firm’s policies and procedures should be 
granted. 

Example 2. (i) Assume the same facts set 
forth in example one, except that, in the 
process of compiling the list to comply with 
the list maintenance request, Firm A first 
becomes aware that a firm professional did 
not send an email to the firm’s compliance 
officer about a transaction subject to the list 
maintenance request and did not direct a 
subordinate to send to the firm’s compliance 
officer the information required to be main-
tained with respect to the transaction. As-
sume further that Firm A had a robust sec-
tion 6112 compliance monitoring program in 
place and despite this, the firm did not know 
that the professional did not follow firm 
policies and procedures with respect to this 
transaction. The professional who worked on 
the matter is no longer employed by Firm A, 
causing Firm A difficulty in locating the re-
quired information and in ascertaining 
whether the professional in question failed 
to comply with Firm A’s list maintenance 
policies with respect to any other reportable 
transactions. Firm A is searching its records 
to locate information responsive to the list 
request and to ensure that no other report-
able transactions were omitted from the list. 
Firm A estimates that it will take an addi-
tional 20 business days after the 20th busi-
ness day to retrieve the missing information 
and provide IRS with the additional informa-
tion responsive to the list request. Within 
the 20-business-day period, Firm A notifies 
the IRS, in writing, of the difficulties it is 
experiencing and requests an additional 20 
business days to locate and produce the in-
formation for this one transaction and for 
any other reportable transactions omitted 
from the list as a result of the inaction by 
the professional in question. Within the 20- 
business-day period, Firm A makes all other 
required list information available to the 
IRS, together with a description of the infor-
mation that is being searched for, all state-
ments required by these regulations, and a 
proposed schedule to produce the missing 
documents. 

(ii) Under these facts and circumstances, 
Firm A demonstrated that it could not rea-
sonably, within the 20-business-day period, 
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make available the portion of the list relat-
ing to one or possibly more transactions 
omitted from the list because of the inaction 
of the professional in question. Firm A 
therefore qualifies for an extension. Firm A 
had established policies and procedures rea-
sonably designed and implemented to ensure 
and monitor compliance with the require-
ments of section 6112 and address non-com-
pliance. Because the facts and circumstances 
indicate that Firm A made diligent efforts to 
maintain the materials constituting the list 
in a readily accessible form and as otherwise 
required under section 6112, the requested 20- 
business-day extension with respect to the 
portion of the list relating to the one known 
omitted transaction and to any other omit-
ted reportable transactions resulting from 
the inaction of the professional in question 
should be granted. 

(d) Failure to make list available. A 
failure to make the list available in-
cludes any failure to furnish the re-
quested list to the IRS in a timely 
manner and in the form required under 
section 6112 and its corresponding regu-
lations. Examples of failures to make a 
list available include instances in 
which a person fails to furnish any list; 
furnishes an incomplete list; or fur-
nishes a list, whether or not complete, 
after the time required by this section. 

(e) Computation of penalty—(1) In gen-
eral. The penalty imposed by section 
6708 accrues daily, beginning on the 
first calendar day after the expiration 
of the 20-business-day period following 
a written list request, and continues 
for each calendar day thereafter until 
the person’s failure to furnish a list in 
the form required by section 6112 and 
its corresponding regulations ends. If 
the list is delivered or mailed to the 
IRS outside of the 20-business-day pe-
riod, the penalty shall not apply on the 
day the list is delivered to the IRS or, 
if the list is mailed, the day the list is 
received by the IRS. 

(2) Computation of penalty after grant 
of extension. If the IRS grants an exten-
sion of the 20-business-day period pur-
suant to paragraph (c)(3) of this sec-
tion, the penalty imposed by section 
6708 accrues daily, beginning on the 
first calendar day after the extension 
period expires, and continues for each 
calendar day thereafter until the per-
son’s failure to furnish a list in the 
form required by section 6112 and its 
corresponding regulations ends. If the 
list is delivered or mailed to the IRS 

outside of the period of extension, the 
penalty shall not apply on the day the 
list is delivered to the IRS or, if the 
list is mailed, the day the list is re-
ceived by the IRS. 

(3) Designation agreements and concur-
rent application of penalty. If material 
advisors with respect to the same re-
portable transaction enter into a des-
ignation agreement pursuant to sec-
tion 6112(b)(2) and § 301.6112–1(f), sepa-
rate penalties will be imposed on des-
ignated material advisors and nondes-
ignated material advisors who are par-
ties to the designation agreement for 
their respective periods of failure or 
noncompliance with a list request. A 
penalty will continue to accrue against 
a material advisor who is a party to a 
designation agreement until such time 
when a list complying with the require-
ments of section 6112 and its cor-
responding regulations is furnished by 
that material advisor or any other ma-
terial advisor who is a party to the des-
ignation agreement. 

(4) Example. The following example il-
lustrates paragraph (e) of this section. 

Example. The IRS hand delivers a written 
request for the list required to be maintained 
under section 6112 to Firm B, a material ad-
visor, on Friday, March 10, 2017. Firm B must 
make the list available to the IRS on or be-
fore Friday, April 7, 2017, the 20th business 
day after the request was hand delivered. If 
Firm B fails to make the list available to the 
IRS by that day, absent reasonable cause or 
the IRS’s grant of an extension of the re-
sponse time, the $10,000-per-day penalty be-
gins on Saturday, April 8, 2017. The $10,000 
per day penalty will continue for each subse-
quent calendar day until Firm B makes the 
complete list available, except for those days 
for which Firm B demonstrates reasonable 
cause. If Firm B hand delivers a complete 
copy of the requested list to the IRS on the 
morning of Tuesday, April 11, 2017, absent 
reasonable cause or the IRS’s prior grant of 
an extension for the response time, a penalty 
of $30,000 will be imposed upon Firm B (for 
April 8, 9, and 10). See paragraphs (g) and (h) 
of this section for an explanation of reason-
able cause. 

(f) Definitions. For purposes of this 
section, the following definitions 
apply: 

(1) Material advisor means a person 
described in section 6111 and § 301.6111– 
3(b). 

(2) Business day means every calendar 
day other than a Saturday, Sunday, or 
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legal holiday within the meaning of 
section 7503. 

(3) Reportable transaction means a 
transaction described in section 
6707A(c)(1) and section 1.6011–4(b)(1). 

(4) Listed transaction means a trans-
action described in section 6707A(c)(2) 
and § 1.6011–4(b)(2) of this chapter. 

(g) Reasonable cause—general applica-
bility—(1) Overview. The section 6708 
penalty will not be imposed for any day 
or days for which the person shows 
that the failure to make a complete 
list available to the IRS was due to 
reasonable cause. The determination of 
whether a person had reasonable cause 
is made on a case-by-case and day-by- 
day basis, taking into account all the 
relevant facts and circumstances. 
Facts and circumstances relevant to a 
material advisor’s reasonable cause for 
failing to make available the list on a 
specific day include facts and cir-
cumstances arising after the request 
for the list. The person’s showing of 
reasonable cause should relate to each 
specific day or days for which the per-
son failed to make available the re-
quested list. Factors establishing rea-
sonable cause include, but are not lim-
ited to, factors identified in paragraphs 
(g) and (h) of this section. 

(2) Good-faith factors. The most im-
portant factors to establish reasonable 
cause are those that reflect the extent 
of the person’s good-faith efforts to 
comply with section 6112. The following 
factors, which are not exclusive, will be 
considered in determining whether a 
person has made a good-faith effort to 
comply with the section 6112 require-
ments: 

(i) The person’s efforts to determine 
or assess its status as a material advi-
sor as defined by section 6111; 

(ii) The person’s efforts to determine 
the information and documentation re-
quired to be maintained under section 
6112; 

(iii) The person’s efforts to meet its 
obligations to maintain a readily pro-
ducible list as required by section 6112; 

(iv) The person’s efforts, upon receiv-
ing the list request, to make the list 
available to the IRS within the 20-busi-
ness-day period (or extended period) 
under paragraphs (a), (b), and (c)(3) of 
this section; and 

(v) The person’s efforts to ensure 
that the list furnished to the IRS is ac-
curate and complete. 

(3) Ordinary business care. The exer-
cise of ordinary business care may con-
stitute reasonable cause. To show ordi-
nary business care, the person may, for 
example, show that the person estab-
lished, and adhered to, procedures rea-
sonably designed and implemented to 
ensure compliance with the section 
6112 requirements. In all instances 
when ordinary business care is claimed 
as constituting reasonable cause, a per-
son must show that the person took 
immediate steps, upon discovering any 
failure relating to the list, to correct 
the failure. A person’s failure to take 
immediate steps to correct a failure re-
lated to the list upon discovering the 
failure is a factor weighing against a 
conclusion that the person exercised 
ordinary business care. Notwith-
standing the occurrence of an isolated 
and inadvertent failure, a person still 
may be able to demonstrate that the 
person exercised ordinary business 
care, considering all the relevant facts 
and circumstances, but only if the per-
son had established and adhered to pro-
cedures reasonably designed and imple-
mented to ensure compliance with the 
section 6112 requirements. 

(4) Supervening events. A person may 
establish reasonable cause for one or 
more days for which, considering all 
the relevant facts and circumstances, 
the failure to timely furnish the list re-
quired by section 6112 was due solely to 
a supervening event beyond the per-
son’s control. Events beyond a person’s 
control may include fire, flood, storm, 
or other casualty; illness; theft; or 
other similarly unexpected event that 
damages or impairs the person’s rel-
evant business records or system for 
processing and providing these records, 
or that affects the person’s ability to 
maintain the section 6112 list or make 
it available to the IRS. Reasonable 
cause may be established only for the 
period that a person who exercised or-
dinary business care would need to pro-
vide the list from alternative records 
in existence, or make the list avail-
able, under the specific facts and cir-
cumstances. 
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(5) Reliance on opinion or advice—(i) In 
general. A person may rely on an inde-
pendent tax professional’s advice to es-
tablish reasonable cause. The reliance, 
however, must be reasonable and in 
good faith, in light of all the other 
facts and circumstances. For a person 
to be considered to have relied on the 
advice, the advice must have been re-
ceived by the person before the date 
the list is required to be made avail-
able to the IRS. If the person received 
advice from an independent tax profes-
sional, the person’s reliance on that ad-
vice will be considered reasonable only 
if the independent tax professional rea-
sonably believed that it is more likely 
than not that the person does not have 
an obligation imposed by section 6112. 
For example, this advice may conclude 
that the person is not a material advi-
sor; that the transaction upon which 
the person provided material aid, as-
sistance, or advice is not a reportable 
transaction for which a list was re-
quired to be maintained as of the date 
of the advice; that the information and 
documents to be produced constitute 
the required list; or that the informa-
tion or documents withheld by the per-
son are not required to be produced. 
The advice must also take into account 
and consider all relevant facts and cir-
cumstances, not rely on unreasonable 
legal or factual assumptions, not rely 
on or take into account the possibility 
that a list request may not be made, 
and not rely on unreasonable represen-
tations or statements of the person 
seeking the advice. Advice from a tax 
professional who is not independent 
may be considered in determining rea-
sonable cause if, in light of and in rela-
tion to all the other facts and cir-
cumstances, taking into account such 
advice is reasonable. However, by 
itself, advice from a tax professional 
who is not independent is not sufficient 
to establish reasonable cause. Inde-
pendent tax professional advice is not 
required to establish reasonable cause 
and the failure to obtain advice from 
an independent tax professional does 
not preclude a finding of reasonable 
cause if, based on the totality of all of 
the relevant facts and circumstances, 
reasonable cause has been established. 

(ii) Independent tax professional. For 
purposes of this section, an inde-

pendent tax professional is a person 
who is knowledgeable in the relevant 
aspects of Federal tax law and who is 
not a material advisor with respect to 
the specific transaction that is the sub-
ject of the list request. For advice re-
lated to a listed transaction, a person 
who is a material advisor with respect 
to any transaction that is the same as 
or substantially similar to the type of 
transaction that is the subject of the 
list request will not be considered an 
independent tax professional. 

(6) Examples. The following examples 
illustrate this paragraph (g). These ex-
amples are intended to illustrate how 
the facts and circumstances in para-
graphs (g)(2) through (g)(5) of this sec-
tion may apply; in any given case, how-
ever, all of the facts and circumstances 
must be analyzed. 

Example 1. On August 11, 2017, the IRS 
sends a list request via certified mail to 
Firm C, a material advisor. Firm C consists 
of a sole practitioner, X, who is away from 
the office on vacation on this date. X has ar-
ranged for a colleague, Y, to review Firm C’s 
mail, email, and telephone messages daily 
during his absence. X returns to the office 
the day after his vacation ends, on Sep-
tember 5, 2017, and immediately contacts the 
IRS to notify it of his absence. Firm C 
makes a complete list available to the IRS 
on September 19, 2017, 10 business days after 
he has returned from vacation. Firm C estab-
lishes that X was on vacation at the time the 
list request was sent to Firm C, and Firm C 
promptly furnished the requested list in a 
manner and time period reflecting ordinary 
business care and prudence upon X’s return 
to the office. Under these circumstances, 
Firm C is considered to have made a good- 
faith effort to comply with the section 6112 
requirements. Firm C has established reason-
able cause for the entire period between the 
expiration of the 20-business-day period fol-
lowing the list request and the date the list 
was made available to the IRS. See para-
graphs (g)(2) and (3) of this section. 

Example 2. On March 3, 2017, the IRS hand 
delivers to Firm D, a material advisor, a list 
request related to a transaction believed by 
the IRS to have been implemented in No-
vember 2008 by a group of Firm D’s clients 
(the advisees). Firm D’s involvement in the 
transaction included implementing the 
transaction on behalf of some but not all of 
the advisees. Firm D timely makes the re-
quested list available to the IRS. Upon re-
view, the IRS determines that the informa-
tion furnished by Firm D appears to be accu-
rate, but the IRS believes that some of the 
information is incomplete because it does 
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not contain information about certain indi-
viduals who were identified through other in-
vestigative means as Firm D’s clients who 
may have engaged in the transaction. In re-
sponse to a follow-up inquiry by the IRS, 
Firm D establishes, however, that it is not a 
material advisor with respect to these tax-
payers. Under these circumstances, Firm D 
has furnished the list as required by section 
6112. Because the list was complete when fur-
nished, Firm D need not make a showing of 
reasonable cause. See paragraph (g)(1) of this 
section. 

Example 3. The IRS sends a list request by 
certified mail to Firm E, a material advisor. 
Firm E maintains the materials responsive 
to the list request on a portable data storage 
device. Under Firm E’s established proce-
dures for maintaining section 6112 lists, once 
the transaction is completed, paper docu-
ments are scanned and saved electronically 
according to Firm E’s records management 
procedures. Under Firm E’s records manage-
ment procedures, after the scanning process 
is completed, Firm E sends the paper docu-
ments to an off-site storage facility. Three 
days before the 20th business day following 
the date of the written request, the elec-
tronic data is permanently destroyed. Firm 
E contacts the IRS representative listed as a 
contact person on the section 6112 list re-
quest to advise him that the relevant data 
was permanently destroyed. Firm E estab-
lishes that it exercised ordinary business 
care but that the data was nevertheless de-
stroyed due to circumstances outside of its 
control. Under these circumstances, Firm E 
has reasonable cause for the period of time 
that Firm E cannot respond to the list re-
quest due to circumstances out of Firm E’s 
control. The reasonable cause exception, 
however, will only be available to Firm E for 
the period of time that a person who exer-
cises ordinary business care would need to 
obtain the materials that are part of the list, 
including in this case paper documents from 
the off-site storage facility, and furnish the 
list to the IRS. See paragraphs (g)(3) and (4) 
of section. 

Example 4. On February 2, 2017, the IRS 
hand delivers a list request to Firm F, a ma-
terial advisor. Firm F filed with the IRS the 
disclosure statement required by section 6111 
for the reportable transaction that is the 
subject of the list request but did not main-
tain the section 6112 list documentation in a 
readily accessible format after filing the sec-
tion 6111 statement. On March 3, 2017, the 
20th business day (due to the Presidents’ Day 
holiday) after the list request is delivered to 
Firm F, Firm F contacts the IRS to ask for 
additional time to comply with the list re-
quest, stating that it could not gather the 
list information together in 20 business days. 
Because Firm F is not able to show that it 
made diligent efforts to maintain the mate-
rials constituting the list in a readily acces-

sible form, the IRS should not grant Firm F 
an extension of time. See paragraph (c)(3) of 
this section. Further, Firm F does not have 
reasonable cause because it has failed to 
demonstrate a good-faith effort to comply 
with the section 6112 requirements and ordi-
nary business care. See paragraphs (g)(2) and 
(3) of this section. 

Example 5. On August 11, 2017, the IRS 
sends a list request, via certified mail, to 
Firm G, a material advisor. Firm G consists 
of a sole practitioner, P. Firm G maintains 
the materials responsive to the list request 
electronically. Generally, under Firm G’s 
records management procedures, once a 
transaction is completed, the documents re-
lated to that transaction are scanned and 
then saved electronically consistent with 
IRS guidance on maintaining books and 
records in electronic form. P is aware of the 
list request but ignores it. On September 24, 
2017, the 13th calendar day after the 20-busi-
ness-day period following the list request 
(due to the Labor Day holiday), P suffers a 
temporary but debilitating illness that lasts 
22 days. Following the illness, P immediately 
returns to work. After returning to work, P 
continues to ignore the list request. In this 
situation, the facts and circumstances indi-
cate that Firm G does not have reasonable 
cause for any day in which there was a fail-
ure to make the list available to the IRS, in-
cluding the 22 days due to the intervening 
event, because the failure was not due solely 
to the supervening event occurring on Sep-
tember 24, 2017. Firm G did not make a good- 
faith effort to make the list available to the 
IRS before or after the supervening event oc-
curred. Firm G is liable for the $10,000 per 
day penalty from the first day following the 
expiration of the 20-business-day period until 
but not including the day that Firm G fur-
nishes the list to the IRS. See paragraphs 
(g)(2) and (4) of this section. 

Example 6. On August 11, 2017, the IRS 
sends a list request, via certified mail, to 
Firm H, a material advisor. Firm H, consists 
of a sole practitioner, P. Firm H maintains 
the materials responsive to the list request 
electronically. Generally, under Firm H’s 
records management procedures, once the 
transaction is completed, the documents are 
scanned and then saved electronically con-
sistent with IRS guidance on maintaining 
books and records in electronic form. P is 
aware of the list request and begins com-
piling the documents to respond to the IRS 
within the 20-business-day period ending on 
September 11, 2017 (due to the Labor Day 
holiday). Before responding to the list re-
quest, P suffers a temporary but debilitating 
illness on September 3, 2017, that lasts 
through September 19, 2017. Upon returning 
to work on September 20, 2017, P contacts 
the IRS to explain that P experienced a tem-
porary but debilitating illness from Sep-
tember 3, 2017, through September 19, 2017, 
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and that P has returned to the office and in-
tends to furnish the list to the IRS within a 
short period of time. Firm H furnishes the 
list to the IRS on September 22, 2017. In this 
situation, the facts and circumstances indi-
cate that Firm H has reasonable cause for 
the period from September 12, 2017 until Sep-
tember 21, 2017, attributable to P’s illness. 
The failure to furnish the list in a timely 
fashion was solely attributable to the 
supervening event occurring on September 3, 
2017, and Firm H promptly furnished the re-
quested list in a manner and time period re-
flecting ordinary business care upon P’s re-
turn to the office. Firm H is considered to 
have made a good-faith effort to comply with 
the section 6112 requirements. Firm H has es-
tablished reasonable cause for the entire pe-
riod between the expiration of the 20-busi-
ness-day period following the list request 
and the date Firm H furnished the list to the 
IRS. See paragraphs (g)(2) and (4) of this sec-
tion. 

Example 7. Firm I receives a list request for 
transactions that are the same or substan-
tially similar to the listed transaction de-
scribed in Notice 2002–21, 2002–1 CB 730. Firm 
I will be considered a material advisor with 
respect to a particular transaction for which 
it provided advice if the transaction is the 
same as or substantially similar to the 
transaction described in Notice 2002–21. Firm 
I, however, is unsure whether the trans-
action is the same as or substantially simi-
lar to the transaction described in this No-
tice. Firm I obtains an opinion from Firm L, 
a law firm, on this issue. P, a partner in 
Firm L, provided tax advice to clients who 
invested in other Notice 2002–21 transactions, 
including how to report the purported tax 
benefits from the transaction on their in-
come tax returns, and Firm L is a material 
advisor with respect to those transactions. 
Because Firm L is a material advisor with 
respect to the type of transaction that is the 
same as or substantially similar to the 
transaction described in Notice 2002–21, Firm 
L is not considered an independent tax pro-
fessional under paragraph (g)(5)(ii) of this 
section. Therefore, Firm I cannot rely on ad-
vice provided by Firm L to establish reason-
able cause under this paragraph (g). The IRS 
may consider Firm L’s advice in determining 
reasonable cause in light of other facts and 
circumstances, but Firm L’s advice, without 
more, is not sufficient to establish reason-
able cause because P is not an independent 
tax professional under paragraph (g)(5)(ii) of 
this section. 

Example 8. Firm J, a law firm, provides ad-
vice to various clients of the firm regarding 
the potential tax benefits of a reportable 
transaction under § 1.6011–4(b)(5) of this chap-
ter (involving a section 165 loss) and is a ma-
terial advisor with respect to that trans-
action. Firm J also provides advice to Firm 
M, an accounting firm, regarding the same 

transaction. Firm M then advises various 
Firm M clients regarding this same trans-
action, and is a material advisor. The trans-
action is not a listed transaction. Firm N, a 
law firm that is not associated with Firm J 
and has not provided advice with respect to 
the same transaction to Firm M, has pro-
vided advice to its own clients regarding 
other transactions subject to § 1.6011–4(b)(5) 
of this chapter, but not the particular trans-
action that was the subject of Firm J’s ad-
vice to Firm M. The IRS hand delivers a list 
request to Firm M, the subject of which is 
the transaction regarding which Firm J pro-
vided advice to Firm M. Before the expira-
tion of the 20-business-day period, Firm M 
seeks advice from Firm J and Firm N about 
the propriety of withholding certain docu-
ments related to the transaction. Because 
Firm J provided advice with respect to the 
particular transaction that is the subject of 
the list request, Firm J is not an inde-
pendent tax professional under paragraph 
(g)(5)(ii) of this section. Although Firm N 
has provided advice on a transaction that is 
considered a reportable transaction under 
§ 1.6011–4(b)(5) of this chapter, Firm N is con-
sidered to be an independent tax professional 
under paragraph (g)(5)(ii) of this section be-
cause Firm N did not provide material as-
sistance with respect to the particular trans-
action that is the subject of the list request. 

(h) Reasonable cause—special consider-
ations—(1) Material advisor no longer in 
existence. If a material advisor has dis-
solved, been liquidated, or otherwise is 
no longer in existence, the person re-
quired by section 6112 to maintain the 
list (the ‘‘responsible person’’) is sub-
ject to the penalty for failing to make 
the list available. In considering 
whether a responsible person or suc-
cessor in interest has reasonable cause 
for any failure to timely make the list 
available to the IRS, the IRS will con-
sider all of the facts and cir-
cumstances, including those facts and 
circumstances relating to the dissolu-
tion, liquidation, and winding up of the 
original material advisor’s business 
and any efforts the original material 
advisor made to comply with the sec-
tion 6112 requirements before the dis-
solution or liquidation. When appro-
priate or applicable, due diligence, if 
any, performed by a responsible person 
or successor in interest will be consid-
ered, and due consideration will be 
given for acts taken by that person to 
minimize the potential for violating 
the section 6112 requirements. 
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(2) Review by IRS. Whether reasonable 
cause exists for a period of time will be 
determined based on all the relevant 
facts and circumstances, including 
facts and circumstances arising after 
the request for the list. If a material 
advisor establishes that, in its efforts 
to comply with the provisions of sec-
tion 6112 and its corresponding regula-
tions, it acted in good faith, as defined 
in paragraph (g)(2) of this section, the 
material advisor will be deemed to 
have reasonable cause for the periods 
of time the IRS takes to review a fur-
nished list for compliance with the sec-
tion 6112 requirements and to inform 
the material advisor of any identified 
failures in the list. If the material ad-
visor does not establish that it acted in 
good faith the IRS will not consider 
the time it takes to review the list or 
inform the material advisor of identi-
fied failures as a factor in determining 
whether the material advisor has rea-
sonable cause for that period. 

(3) Examples. The following examples 
illustrate paragraph (h)(2) of this sec-
tion. 

Example 1. On February 2, 2017, the IRS 
hand delivers a list request to Firm O, a ma-
terial advisor. On March 3, 2017, the 20th 
business day (due to the Presidents’ Day hol-
iday) after the list request is delivered to 
Firm O, Firm O sends a list to the IRS that 
was contemporaneously prepared after Firm 
O issued advice with respect to the report-
able transaction and continuously main-
tained in accordance with the requirements 
of section 6112 and the related regulations. 
Before sending the list, a supervisor at Firm 
O carefully reviewed the list to verify that it 
was comprehensive and accurate. The IRS 
completes its review on March 23, 2017, and 
determines that the list is not complete be-
cause Firm O furnished a draft copy of the 
tax opinion, rather than the final document, 
which Firm O had mistakenly misfiled. After 
Firm O is notified of the missing informa-
tion, Firm O immediately furnishes a com-
plete copy of the final version of the tax 
opinion. Firm O made a good-faith effort to 
comply with the section 6112 requirements, 
including its efforts to ensure that the list 
that was furnished to the IRS was accurate 
and complete. Firm O has reasonable cause 
for the entire period between the expiration 
of the 20-business-day period following the 
list request and the date it furnished the 
complete list to the IRS. 

Example 2. On February 2, 2017, the IRS 
hand delivers a list request to Firm P, a ma-
terial advisor. Firm P’s involvement in the 
reportable transaction included imple-

menting the transaction on behalf of some 
but not all of Firm P’s clients. On March 3, 
2017, the 20th business day (due to the Presi-
dents’ Day holiday) after the list request is 
delivered to Firm P, Firm P sends the list to 
the IRS. The IRS completes its review on 
March 23, 2017. The IRS believes the client 
list is incomplete because it does not contain 
information about certain individuals who 
were identified through other investigative 
means as clients of Firm P who may have en-
gaged in the transaction. On March 27, 2017, 
in response to a follow-up inquiry by the 
IRS, Firm P establishes that it is not a ma-
terial advisor with respect to these tax-
payers. Therefore, the March 3, 2017 list was 
complete and accurate when first furnished. 
Under these circumstances, Firm P has time-
ly furnished the list as required by section 
6112. Because Firm P complied with the re-
quirements of section 6112 no penalty ap-
plies, and Firm P does not need to establish 
reasonable cause for the period from March 
4, 2017, through March 27, 2017, when the IRS 
was reviewing the list. 

Example 3. On February 2, 2017, the IRS 
hand delivers a list request to Firm Q, a ma-
terial advisor. On March 3, 2017, the 20th 
business day (due to the Presidents’ Day hol-
iday) after the list request is delivered to 
Firm Q, Firm Q sends the list to the IRS. 
Firm Q had not maintained a list contem-
poraneously after issuing the advice with re-
spect to the reportable transaction, and cre-
ated the list during the 20 business days be-
fore providing the list to the IRS. To meet 
the 20-business-day deadline, a supervisor did 
not review the final list before sending it to 
the IRS. The IRS completes its review on 
March 23, 2017, and determines that the list 
is not complete because it does not include 
15 persons for whom Firm Q acted as a mate-
rial advisor with respect to the reportable 
transaction. Firm Q furnishes the additional 
information on March 27, 2017. Because Firm 
Q is not able to show that it made diligent 
efforts to maintain the materials consti-
tuting the list in a readily accessible form 
and that it made a reasonable effort to en-
sure that the list that was furnished to the 
IRS was accurate and complete, Firm Q can-
not establish that it exhibited a good-faith 
effort to comply with the section 6112 re-
quirements. Firm Q does not have reasonable 
cause for its failure to furnish the complete 
list from March 4, 2017, through March 26, 
2017. 

Example 4. Within the 20-business-day pe-
riod following a list request, Firm R sends 
four boxes of documents comprising the re-
quired list to the IRS using a commercial de-
livery service. The IRS receives only three of 
the boxes because box 4 was erroneously self- 
addressed using Firm R’s office address. Box 
4 arrives at Firm R’s office on January 6, 
2017, the 2nd calendar day after the 20th busi-
ness day after the list request was made. 
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Firm R immediately recognizes its clerical 
error, promptly contacts the IRS, and 
resends the original and unopened box 4, 
properly addressed, to the IRS together with 
documentation supporting the error. The 
IRS receives box 4 on January 9, 2017. Under 
these circumstances, Firm R has reasonable 
cause for the late delivery of box 4 because it 
made a good-faith attempt to timely comply 
with the list request and immediately cor-
rected an inadvertent error upon its dis-
covery. As a result, no penalty will be im-
posed based on the delay in providing box 4. 
If, after inspection, the IRS determines that, 
even with the contents of box 4, the list is in-
complete or defective, Firm R must establish 
reasonable cause for the incomplete nature 
of the list or the defect to avoid imposition 
of a penalty for the period beginning Janu-
ary 5, 2017, until but not including the day 
that Firm R furnishes the list to the IRS. 

Example 5. (i) Firm S is a large law firm 
that is a material advisor. Firm S conducts 
annual sessions to educate its professionals 
about reportable transactions and the firm’s 
obligations related to those reportable trans-
actions. Firm S instructs its professionals to 
provide information on tax engagements 
that involve reportable transactions and to 
provide the documents required to be main-
tained under section 6112 to Firm S’s compli-
ance officer for list maintenance purposes. 
Firm S’s policy provides that, for each en-
gagement involving a reportable trans-
action, one firm professional will send an 
email to the firm’s compliance officer about 
the engagement and then direct a subordi-
nate to send to the firm’s compliance officer 
the documents required to be maintained. 

(ii) Firm S receives a request from the IRS 
for a section 6112 list. In compiling its list to 
turn over to the IRS during the 20-business- 
day period, Firm S asks all professionals to 
ensure that they have reported all engage-
ments involving a reportable transaction to 
the firm’s compliance officer. Before submis-
sion to the IRS, a Firm S supervisor reviews 
the list to ensure completeness. Firm S has 
no reason to know of any deficiencies, and in 
compiling its list, Firm S discovers no defi-
ciencies. 

(iii) Upon review of the list, the IRS deter-
mines that the information furnished by 
Firm S appears to be accurate, but the IRS 
believes that some of the information is in-
complete because it does not contain infor-
mation about an individual who may have 
engaged in the transaction and who was 
identified through other investigative means 
as Firm S’s client. In response to a follow-up 
inquiry by the IRS, Firm S immediately re-
views its files and discovers that a former 
Firm S professional, who is no longer em-
ployed by Firm S, provided material advice 
to the individual with respect to carrying 
out a reportable transaction, but did not 
send an email to the firm’s compliance offi-

cer about the transaction or direct a subordi-
nate to send the documents required to be 
maintained to the firm’s compliance officer. 
Firm S immediately furnishes the missing 
information and documents related to the 
identified omission to the IRS. 

(iv) Firm S establishes that the profes-
sional in question ordinarily complied with 
Firm S’s list maintenance procedures and 
that Firm S had no reason to know of this 
one omission or to suspect that the profes-
sional had failed to report any reportable 
transactions to the firm’s compliance officer 
in accordance with the firm’s policies. Firm 
S also immediately undertakes a thorough 
search of its electronic and paper files to lo-
cate any additional reportable transactions 
relating to the professional in question that 
may have been omitted from the list. Under 
these circumstances, Firm S has dem-
onstrated that it has acted in good faith in 
its efforts to comply with section 6112 and is 
deemed to have reasonable cause for the pe-
riod of time the IRS took to review the fur-
nished list and to inform the material advi-
sor of the identified failure in the list. See 
paragraph (h)(2) of this section. The reason-
able cause exception, however, will only be 
available to Firm S with respect to the omis-
sion identified by the IRS for the period of 
time that a person who exercises ordinary 
business care would need to obtain the infor-
mation and documents related to the identi-
fied omission. See paragraph (g)(3) of this 
section. With respect to any other omissions 
related to the same professional and not 
identified by the IRS, the reasonable cause 
exception will only be available to Firm S 
for the period of time that a person who ex-
ercises ordinary business care would need to 
ascertain whether any other reportable 
transactions were omitted from the list and 
to obtain the information and documents re-
lated to any such omissions. See paragraph 
(g)(3) of this section. 

(i) Effective/applicability date. This 
section applies to all requests for lists 
required to be maintained under sec-
tion 6112, including lists that persons 
were required to maintain under sec-
tion 6112(a) as in effect before October 
22, 2004, made on or after April 28, 2016. 

[T.D. 9764, 81 FR 25334, Apr. 28, 2016] 

§ 301.6708–1T Failure to maintain list 
of investors in potentially abusive 
tax shelters (temporary). 

The following questions and answers 
issued under section 6708 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code of 1954, as added by 
section 142 of the Tax Reform Act of 
1984 (Pub. L. 98–369; 98 Stat. 683), relate 
to the penalty for failure to maintain a 
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